Before we get into the newsletter, wanted to share some information
with you.
Last week, my friend Steven Hairfield www.hairfield.com and I were
discussing something written by my friend John Davis who is a
Planetary Numerologist, Director of Coptic Fellowship International
and President of Spiritual Unity of Nations.
John wrote that March 21, 2012 is the most important date he has
ever analyzed. Steven and I were discussing how this is 9 months
before Dec.21, 2012 and that whatever seed we plant on March 21
will manifest on Dec. 21.
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By the way, you can meet John on April 20-21 & 22 along with my
friend Gisela Hoffman of Peaceful Meadow Retreat. They will be
speaking at the Coptic Conference held at the Holiday Inn in Johnson
City, Tn.
For information on this conference contact Peggy Fitzgerald at 423477-3339 or visit www.coptic-sun.org
Let’s all focus on what kind of world we want to live in and the kind
of world we want to leave for our children and descendants. Let’s
focus on a world of peace, respect, clean water, clean air and
FREEDOM.
Since an unlimited number of dimensions may be able to occupy the
same space, be careful what you focus on because you may be
creating that dimension for yourself.
If this is true, then we have a better opportunity now to create the
future we want than we or our ancestors ever had.
It seems that now it is easier than ever to create the future you want
so remember… ‘The Future is Yours’ and you can do something about
it!!! So do it on March 21st.
On another subject, last Summer my friend Faye Henry did a session
with gongs and invited me to attend. While lying on the floor listening
to the gongs, it was like I was in another world. Really have no other
words to describe it.
Later we did some dowsing to check the effects of the session and
got that a high percentage of non-beneficial emotions had been
releases both from the body and energy fields of everyone present.
A couple of years ago we were at the American Society of Dowsers
Convention in Vermont and Faye did an experiment. She asked other
dowsers to measure the energy field of various people and then
played the gongs while they stood in within a few feet of the gongs.
The energy field was measured again and it had greatly expanded.
Gongs have been around for a few thousand years and there is
probably a reason for that. You might want to try a session
sometime. Or if you would like to buy a gong, she will be happy to
help you select one and sell it to you. She will also be at the Coptic
Conference playing gongs or visit her website at
www.TouchstoneVibrations.com
Now for the newsletter.
Howdy Folks,
Have been asked to write more ‘how to’ articles so here goes.
Let’s talk about something that affects a lot of you but you
may not know it. We have to recognize there is a problem
before we can correct it.
Seems I read somewhere that “energy is impressed upon

matter.” At first glance, this doesn’t seem to amount to much
but looking deeper, it affects all of us.
Thoughts and actions are energy and the earth and all things
upon it are matter. Do you realize what this means?
It means that you are affected by places you have been,
people you have associated with and events in your life--good or bad. Some events raise energy and some lower it.
You have probably been places with everyone laughing and
having a good time and then someone walks in the door and
the energy changes and people stop laughing. The presence of
that one person changed the energy of the entire group.
Ok, if one negative person can do this to a group, doesn’t it
make sense that one positive person can reverse this negative
energy? Sure you can.
Have created a name for this and call it “negative energetic
patterns”, just to have a way to identify it.
How do I change it? Just use your dowsing or intent and
neutralize the negative energetic patterns.
In teaching classes across the country, I always ask if anyone
has any kids in school and then measure the energy of the
school. In most cases the energy is a disaster however there
are a few with good energy.
I will then measure the energy of the kids attending the
school. Next will do an intensive clearing on the school as a
demonstration as to how the class can do this for themselves.
Next, will measure the energy of the kids. In every case, the
energy of the kids will rise significantly.
Feedback later indicates the kids are happier and doing
better.
Why? Because they were spending about ¼ of their lives in a
low energy environment and it affected them –badly.
The same is true of offices and especially jails , hospitals and
nursing homes. Anywhere there has been sadness, suffering
and violence, there are negative energetic patterns. They are
simply a form of energy and the intelligent human mind can
re-direct energy.
Remember, your energy is your most valuable asset, stay
away from places and people who damage it.
“How”? You say, “I have to go to work and feel tired every
day after work”.
Ok, clean up your workplace and the people there.
“Techniques That Work For Me” is a blunt, down to earth
method of changing energy. I wrote it for those who want to
do something by themselves.
“Energize Your Life” DVD was made for people who want me
to do it for them.
Use either or both and make your workplaces and schools
better.
Now this is a wonderful time to share an email just received
from an 18 year old friend of mine who attended class with his
family. He didn’t do all this after the class, he did it BEFORE
the class using what he learned by watching my films. Why
haven’t more people done this?
Notice how well he writes, it is far better than most emails
received from adults. It is young people like Alex and his
sisters that I really want to reach because they can create a
better future for the world.

Hello, my name is Alex and I’m 18 years old. In January of
last year my family and I moved to Kentucky from Southern
California. Yes, I know what you’re thinking. Why? – that’s
the first question everyone asks, and at school the second is
whether we know anyone famous. But all the while we’ve
never told anyone the real reason of how we moved until now.
My sisters and I lived in California all our lives. My parents
had lived everywhere from Germany to Mexico. But as Dad
had to work day and night as a realtor far away, we
sometimes didn’t see him for weeks and were distancing
ourselves from each other, lost in our own worlds. Mom is into
holistic medicine and is always finding new ways to help
others and ourselves. About three years ago she started
dowsing with the direction of Mr. Raymon Grace’s books and
videos. We never thought that it would have such an impact
on our lives.
Mom and Dad decided that we needed to move – they just
didn’t know where. Through dowsing my mom pinpointed an
old house in Northern Kentucky out of every house in the
world as the best for our family’s growth and the best to
reach our goals. It was a huge leap of faith. We moved in the
winter time and after a few delays, moved into our home. Our
neighbors were sisters from the church, and at the time, we
as teenage kids were excited and sad about our new little
town.
Our life changed completely. We made friends quickly and
found that kids really weren’t so different than back home.
Snow was a big deal. The best part was that there was so
much opportunity to grow. The people we’ve met in our area
are so welcoming that it scared us at first. When they ask you
“how are you today?” they actually mean it. Being so close to
the church has really strengthened our faith, and has
introduced us to some of the most honorable and humble
people we’ve ever met.
What is more incredible is that for an entire year, my father
has been able to stay at home with my mother; closing the
transactions he made in California. In a way he’s had a miniretirement where he picks us up from school every day and
eats every meal with us. Not only have we got to know our
father, but learn from the many things he never had the time
to say to us before.
For those who are reading this, I want you all to know that
this new life we have is all due to dowsing and it’s amazing
ability to help in every situation. We dowse everyday to better
our community and ourselves. We see that it works, and I
know it can work the same wonders for you.
Using Raymon Grace’s techniques, we found that the energy
of our High School was extremely low. We knew we could do
something about it. We cleared the negative energy and
transformed it into useable positive energy. After we raised
the energy level of the school, there was a noticeable
difference. People were more kind to one another and it
seemed that many opportunities opened up for me. I have
been able to start two new clubs and implement the school’s
first video announcements. It’s really an honor to be able to
contribute and I couldn’t have done any of it if we hadn’t
moved here. My sisters’ lives have also changed for the better
and are just as active. The little one enrolled at a school for
advanced children and is set to graduate at the age of 16 and
is starting a fundraiser to help children in Africa. The other
one, Sarah, is involved with the student debate team at school
and is in the track team doing what she loves.
Another project my family and I took on at the school was to
raise the level of the water in the drinking fountains. They had
originally tasted very metallic and for that reason were not
being used very often. After dowsing for a few minutes
following Mr. Grace’s guide, we cleaned the water in the
school and raised the energy level with the power of intent. I
am proud to say that I was not the only one to notice the

difference in taste. At school kids now fill up their water
bottles at the fountains and use them much more often than
they used to. From class to class I even see students refilling
their water bottles so they can save some for later.
I encourage you all to embark on your own dowsing projects
and watch how it can benefit the world around you. You’ll
quickly find that you won’t want to stop.
I wish you all the best of luck, and Happy Dowsing!
Alex Hernandez
You can do it---Alex did,
Raymon

And now it is time for the Call to Action.
Please join us March 21st. For full details visit
www.raymongraceprojects.com/calltoaction.htm
We appreciate you!
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